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Build an ever-lasting enterprise in an ever-changing world.
 
In the flow of time, ten years pass in a blink of an eye. My dream has always been to build a remarkable enterprise: one 
that remains true to an eternal principle, while keeping abreast of the changing times. Our young company, iKala, was 
born from this cherished dream. It is my belief that our eternal principle is to always be “Human-Centered”.
 
The 21st century will be the epoch when artificial intelligence begins to permeate every fiber of human society. As intel-
ligent machines make more and more decisions for us, the time we are living in—more than any other period of human 
history—will be the time when we must look inward and discover the meaning of our lives, as well as the value of our 
livelihood. As a company with the vision to “Enable AI Competencies”, iKala is unique because we do not wish to replace 
human workers with AI. Instead, we seek to provide enterprise solutions that put humans at the center, while AI remains 
in a supporting role. We believe this is the way to move forward in the long term. It is my sincere belief that humans have 
the right to work, because that is where we find our meaning. Therefore, the role of AI should always be to assist, rather 
than to replace.
 
It is also my firm belief that “culture” is the foundation of any enterprise or society. Because of this, in our effort to turn 
iKala into a truly remarkable company, the first and final compass we follow in every decision we make is our culture. 
Both internally and externally, we carefully protect and proudly promote the culture we have so painstakingly created. 
What is our culture? The culture of iKala is “Freedom and Responsibility”. We believe the two to be counterparts of one 
another. They are a universal value, unchanging and everlasting. They are the best guideline for any organization or so-
ciety that strives for sustainable growth. Because of this, iKala has chosen a course of development that is truly unique: 
first, we find the right people; and then, we determine the direction of our organization.
 
In the past ten years, we have been joined by the right people—the people who identified with iKala’s culture, and the 
people who continue to lead iKala to this day. We keep abreast of the changing times by continuing to provide new ser-
vices and create new value for our customers. We demonstrate remarkable innovative genius and adaptability. Even when 
the going got tough, we have exhibited an extraordinary tenacity. We have never lost sight of the fact our most cherished 
goal is to create the greatest value possible for our customers. We have been able to accomplish all of this, because of the 
enormous strength of iKala’s culture.
 
After a decade of culture-driven development, iKala has become an enterprise that combines the best parts of human-
ities, technology, and commerce. We keep our finger on the pulse of our society; we create new technology; we generate 
value by placing our customers at the center. We evaluate our own success by a single golden standard: whether our cus-
tomer has succeeded. As we look to the future, we hope to broaden the scope of this assessment, until it encompasses 
everything: “If the whole society succeeds, then iKala has succeeded.” Only when we have achieved this lofty goal, can 
we begin to say, we have made the first stride toward sustainability.
I would also like to express my gratitude to our Chairman Wen-Lung Cheng, Director Lee-Feng Chien, Director Wen-Long 
Lin, Wistron Chairman Simon Lin and Vice Chairman Robert Hwang, Pacific Venture Partners Chairman Paul Wang, Hotung 
Investment Holdings Ltd. President Tsui-Hui Huang, Cherubic Venture Founder and Managing Partner Matt Cheng, and all 
our investors.
 
It is my sincere expectation that the culture of iKala will continue to bring positive influence and value to our society, as 
well as the world of business. iKala can count upon the solid bedrock of our own culture to build a sustainable and ever-
lasting enterprise, in this constantly shifting and ever-changing world.
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Sega Cheng,
Co-founder & CEO, iKala
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Mission and Vision
Our mission is to enable AI competencies in enterprises, 

organizations and individuals, to let everyone benefit from AI

What
How
Why

Empower enterprises, merchants, and customers with iKala’s DAA flywheel

Enable AI competencies by providing human-centered AI (HAI) solutions

Everyone benefits from AI
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●  iKala Founded in Taipei, with 20 Founding Members
●  Angel Funding

●  2013 Digital Content Awards by Industrial Development Bureau

●  LIVEhouse.in Awarded Google Play Best Apps of the Year and Business Startup Award by Indus-trial Development Bureau

●  Straas Product Launch
●  LIVEhouse.in Reached 3 million MAU
●  GCP.expert Product Launch
●  Google Cloud Premier Partner

●  LIVEhouse.in Product Launch,   Reaching 500 Thousand MAU in a Year
●  $3.3M USD Seed Funding●  iKala Online Karaoke Product Launch

2011 2013 20152012 2014 2016

Milestone
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●  Straas Awarded Best Digital Prod-uct by Industrial Development Bureau

●  Picaas Product Launch
●  Picaas Won the Bronze Medal of Best AI Application at Digital Singularity Award
●  Shoplus Awarded Best AI Application and Digital Technology of the Year at Digital Singularity Award
●  iKala Vietnam Branch Established
●  iKala Grew to More than 100 Employees
●  Facebook Business Partner
●  Google Cloud Marketing Analytics    Expertise
●  $10M USD Series A & A+ Funding 
●  iKala Subsidiary CloudAD Founded in Taipei
●  Crescendo Lab Equity Investment

●  Shoplus Product Launch in Thailand
●  KOL Radar Product Launch
●  iKala Singapore Subsidiary Established
●  iKala Thailand Branch Established
●  Google Technology Partner

●  Dr. Lee-Feng Chien Joined iKala’s Board
●  iKala CDP Product Launch
●  iKala HQ Office Expansion
●  iKala Hong Kong Subsidiary Established
●  KOL Radar Won the Bronze Medal of Best Innovation in Data Technology at Digital Singularity Award
●  $17M USD Series B Funding
●  YouTube MCN Partner

2017 2019 20212018 2020

●  Shoplus Won 2021 IDC Smart City Asia Pacific Awards
●  iKala Subsidiary CloudAD Moved into iKala Office
●  Partnered with FamilyMart to Launch Shoplus Taiwan
●  iKala Japan Office Established
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Company Culture



Core Values
We believe that when you find the right talent, innovation will emerge.

Freedom & Responsibility Customer Obsession

Embrace Reality Transparency

Growth Mindset Diversity

Less is More Sustainability
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The Essence of "Human-Centered"
At iKala, we regard culture-as-infrastructure as the key to a sustainable company.

Human-centered is treating talents as the most valuable assets of the company.1

Human-centered is caring about every employee genuinely.3

Human-centered is inspiring others and improving for the better.5

Human-centered is facilitating every employee to grow and realize the company's vision.2

Human-centered is respecting different voices, regardless of one's position.4

Human-centered is considering AI technology as a complement to human-beings in-stead of a substitute.6
Human-centered is not only about working happily, but growing rapidly to face chal-lenges in the business world.7
Human-centered is not taking the company as a family, but a team on the court that everyone can reach their potential to win the game.8
Human-centered is not tolerating mediocrity, but retaining the best talent and ask-ing the incompetent to leave.9
Human-centered is not fulfilling the insatiable needs of an individual, but taking the company's overall interest as a priority.10
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Human-Centered: A Beautiful Flower Built with Teamwork
Human-centered is treating employees as the most valuable assets of the company.
By Fiona Chou, Senior Vice President of Corporate Business Development & Communication, iKala
As anyone who works at iKala will know, “Human-Centered” is the core of iKala’s culture and vision. However, some may not know the circumstances that created the concept of “Human-Centered”, and how it became the core ideal that drives iKala forward. I joined iKala at the beginning of 2019. At the time, one of my tasks was to help rebrand the iKala group as “One iKa-la”. Before I came aboard, there was no specific person in charge of branding, public affairs, or corporate communica-tions. Because of this, even though the company had a lot of experience creating new products, there was a relative lack of ability to narrate and promote the story of its brand. In the past, my experience with corporate brand strategy re-search and practice has taught me that 90% of companies know little about branding beyond naming their products and describing their functions. That is not true branding. True branding is about fostering a partiality in the minds of clients and customers; so that, in addition to the benefit they gain from buying the product, there is an added value. To the client and customer, a good brand is a sense of trust; a cherished asset; a guarantee. Therefore, before we can create the iKala brand, we need to understand the core val-ues of the company, including the “brand identity”, “business philosophy”, and “corporate vision”. Especially since iKala has such a broad range of products used in different indus-tries and regions, if we did not keep a set of ideals as the unifying basis, it would be easy to lose focus in our messag-ing. So, I conducted interviews with our CEO, Sega, to under-stand why he founded the company; what he learned along the way; and how iKala is unique among other AI-related companies. Sega explained that to his mind, the greatest technological revolution since the Industrial Revolution has been the development of AI. This inspiring new tech should be used to augment humanity’s capabilities. Instead of replacing humans, it should be a step towards ensuring our happiness and advancing our society. This is the basis of iKala’s corporate vision of being “Hu-man-Centered”. What’s more, to inspire trust, a good brand should adhere to the same rules of character as a human being. That is to say, there needs to be “consistency” and “constancy” in its brand image. If we put iKala under a microscope, we will see that despite the evolution of its products and tech-nologies over time—from cloud-based karaoke services to streaming social platforms, to audio-video platform soft-

ware services for enterprises, to cloud-based infrastructure, to AI marketing and business technologies—in the end, all these products and services were a combination of technol-ogy and humanity, which helped people create more value and achieve greater influence. In other words, they were the actualization of the “Human-Centered” technological empowerment. Certainly, some have said that “Human-Centered” sounded like a marketing slogan, while others have raised questions about how our vision became the core value of our corpo-rate culture. In fact, if one looked at the operating guidelines iKala has followed in the past, one could hardly fail to come to the conclusion that the entire operation has always been cen-tered around people. This can be seen from our internal rules and regulations: including our “Peer Review”, “Peer Interview”, and “Peer Bonus” systems. This is also evident from iKala’s six “Human-Centered” core values, which guide the company to this day. Through these guidelines, we hope every member of our team will be able to turn theory into practice when going about their daily tasks. Together, we will build the ideal work environment and cor-porate identity. If we turned our gaze inward, we would see that “Hu-man-Centered” has always existed in iKala’s DNA. It’s only that, as the company has grown and prospered, the un-changing culture of iKala has advanced with the times, and we should help the company, the team, and the individuals grasp its meaning more clearly by using different methods and practices. The Japanese entrepreneur Kazuo Inamori famously said: “Great inventions and major discoveries result from con-tinued effort in such tedious, mundane activities.” iKala’s “Human-Centered” corporate vision and culture has been nurtured by the collective effort of many; by their steadfast stewardship has this beautiful flower bloomed at last.
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I joined iKala in 2013. From LIVEhouse.in to Straas to CDP; from Mobile to the back end to streaming engineer; from member to leader, I have experienced an incredible jour-ney, one that has presented me with a series of challenges, as well as multiple chances for growth. I remember the first time I was put in the role of Mobile Engineering Team Lead of LIVEhouse.in. I was nervous but happy that I had been chosen to lead a team of around seven members, after just three years as a full-time worker. I was very grateful for the chance the company had afford-ed me. However, I eventually discovered that more than managing a team, I wanted to be closer to the development process of a new product. When the company understood I wanted a change of responsibilities, they were less con-cerned about how to fill my soon-to-be vacant position, and more desirous of seeing a talented person stay with the company and find new room for development. Shortly after, I was transferred to the back-end engineering team. Under the leadership of our colleague, Li-fong, the entire team was a swell of positive energy, and I acquired many back-end engineering skills. The change of job positions brought its own challenges, such as the difference in technical know-how and field knowledge. But in terms of the frameworks and concepts, there are quite a few similarities between engineering and product development. A bit later, I was put in charge of the back end of the Straas product; and then, I became the streaming engineer; after that, I was made head of the entire Straas team. The company has devoted every effort to nurturing my career; my only hope is that, when the company has need of me, I will be ready to step up and give something in return. iKala is mindful of every individual’s personal growth, and it is careful to place you in a team where the right leader and right team members can help you develop new skills and contribute to the team effort. I think this is closely related to the unique quality of our company: we like to share, and we are not reluctant to teach someone about something they don’t know. The 

After more than eight years with iKala, I can say that I like my workplace 
and my colleagues from the bottom of my heart. I look forward to work-
ing harder to make my team and company even better.

culture of the entire company is the catalyst for this kind of camaraderie. It is what helps everyone achieve personal growth and acquire new skills when changing from one job function to another. Looking back, my different roles and responsibilities have afforded me a more fulfilling experience in my career. I have been given a more complete understanding of our products, and now I can look at new problems from a more all-encompassing perspective. For example, engineers are accustomed to using the work hours it will take to com-plete a task to evaluate whether a client’s request can be fulfilled. But if we looked at this problem from a broader perspective, we would realize there are other questions to be asked. For example: does the client really need this? Is it possible they don’t fully grasp what they want? We leverage our in-depth understanding of the product so we can return to our client with counterproposals. Sometimes, there is more than one way to give customers what they want. In recent years, as the person who’s in charge of a whole team, I’ve spent a lot of my time communicating with team members about our “vision”. You must first help everyone understand what the company’s ultimate vision and goal is. Once everybody is on board, you can get down to the nitty-gritty and provide individual assistance, such as help-ing colleagues learn new skills, earn a bigger paycheck, or develop an affinity for the team. In the process of commu-nicating, I can clearly feel the company is willing to listen to its employees, to accept logical counsel, and to strive for a win-win situation. After so many different roles and responsibilities, I still choose to stay with iKala, precisely because of the people. The company has always offered me a chance to grow. It has given me a platform to develop my abilities, and it has demonstrated that it values and respects the talent of its employees.

8 Years in 6 Positions for 3 Products: iKala Sets the Stage for Talent to Flourish
Human-centered is treating employees as the most valuable assets of the company.
Dictated by Yachun Tsai, Lead Engineer, iKala CDP, iKala Cloud
Written by Iris Hung
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At iKala, designers enjoy a lot of freedom when developing new products, which is different from my past experienc-es. Here, we need to take care of both UI (user interface) and UX (user experience) design. Because of this, during the early stages of product planning, we all put our heads together and bounce ideas off of one another—especially the product managers and engineers. This is in line with iKala’s “Human-Centered” approach. Here, designers can do more than hone the skills we already have. We can be trained to develop a keener perception of the products, and nurture design thinking. Then, we can optimize our prod-ucts and services through trial and error. At iKala, everyone keeps an open mind when attempting something new. Whenever someone wants to share or teach, their colleagues are always eager to participate and provide positive feedback. So, whenever I discover an effec-tive tool, I cannot wait to share it with everyone else. To cite a recent example, I found that the UI/UX design tool Figma has announced a remarkable set of new functions in the past few years. Everyone is talking about it online, and after trying it for myself, I was impressed. I began to share what I’ve learned with my colleagues. To reveal a bit of inside baseball, this is how designers used to work: first, they created the interface with the user inter-face design program Sketch; then, they connected the in-terfaces by using the user flow diagram tool Overflow; then, they go into the app interface collaboration program Zeplin to mark the coordinates and data that R&D engineers need for development. The three-step process can all be done with Figma at nearly half the price. In the past, colleagues in charge of different tasks used different tools, making it dif-ficult to manage assignments and communicate between them. But Figma was a tool that everyone could use, and it made collaboration between colleagues a breeze.

Because it is a relatively new tool, there isn’t a lot of infor-mation or tutorials online. Fortunately, everyone was glad to share what they’ve learned. As the head of the design team, I did everything in my power to give members of my team a heads-up about the challenges they might face. I also gave them enough time to switch over the systems. The entire process, from start to finish, was initiated by our team from the inside out, without any pressure from the management. After all, it is a sign of commitment to voluntarily improve our workflow, so we can achieve better efficiency and results. Our HR department, which is in charge of internal training, also played an important role in the process. They proac-tively set out to discover what members of the team wanted to learn, and they instilled in everyone the habit of sharing and providing feedback. In the past, when they found that salespersons and product managers often prepared pre-sentations and asked designers for pointers, they arranged a training course so designers could share the tools and methods they use for presentations with everyone else. It was the same this time. When I mentioned I had something to share, HR began planning courses and actively inviting everyone in the company to attend. After my presentation, I saw some colleagues actually using the new tools in their work. Through the process, I understood the importance of sharing: not only did I achieve personal growth, but I made our whole team better, as well. I believe this positive cycle will not end with me. It will con-tinue throughout the whole company, creating a sustain-able loop of positive growth that will help everyone learn and improve themselves.

An Open Culture Creates a Positive Cycle of Sharing and Communication
Human-centered is facilitating every employee to grow and realize the company’s vision.
Dictated by Tammy Chen, Chief Designer, iKala
Written by Iris Hung
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Compared with the software startups I’ve worked with in the past, iKala displays a greater degree of flexibility. Within reason, the company gives the workers enough room to try new ideas. It maintains an open attitude that encourages innovation, and it does not berate or punish employees for unintentional mistakes. For new members of our company, besides orientation on the first day and onboarding training, they are also invited to go onstage and introduce themselves during our TGIF all-hands meetings. TGIF is a company-wide event where newcomers can quickly get up to speed about what’s hap-pening in the company. What’s more, from their first day of work, the company encourages managers to schedule reg-ular one-on-one meetings with the new blood to help them evaluate their own work and set performance goals. Another practice that’s worthy of note is that after a full month with the company, HR will also conduct a one-on-one meeting with the new employee. A newly hired em-ployee is bound to have questions about the new environ-ment; they may still be unclear about the rules within the company, or about their own career paths. For those who lack work experience, they may even be unsure about how to solve the problems they face, how to ask for help, or how to ask the right questions. Usually, I try to guide them so they can figure out what is confusing them, or what kind of obstacles they are facing, by themselves. In this way, they learn their role is not only to ask questions, but to try to fig-ure out the answers. This helps them come up with propos-als they can discuss with their managers, after which they may discover an even better solution. In essence, I want newcomers to learn to think for themselves and to acquire problem-solving skills. Such meetings at the end of the first month not only help employees grow, they also effectively alleviate any difficulty a newcomer might face, such as trou-ble adapting, a loss of direction, or a sense of frustration.

I am one of the more senior members of the HR depart-ment in the company. I have empirical data and past expe-riences to rely upon. Whenever there are new employees on my team, I always try my best to help them, even if I am not appointed their mentor. Every time someone asks me a question, I do more than provide answers—I explain the reasoning behind my methods and why my way works. This allows newcomers to learn about the company more quickly. It also gives them a chance to think, to analyze and comprehend what they’ve learned, and to discover a new way of working that suits them best. At iKala, HR is given plenty of room to demonstrate our pro-fessionalism. The company also adopts a comprehensive approach to hiring new talent. We conduct peer interviews with potential candidates because different members of the team may think of new aspects to consider. In addition to what the job position requires, we also carefully consid-er whether iKala is suitable for the interviewee, and what kind of future they can expect to find here. Our coworkers express their full confidence in and utmost respect for the HR department. For example, during interviews, some may express interest in a certain candidate, but HR may have doubts or misgivings. Most of the time, the team is willing to take our professional advice under serious consideration, and review whether the candidate is fit for the position. Many people say the HRs at iKala is different, because the HR of many other companies are indifferent—they don’t contact you unless strictly necessary, and most employees are unwilling to proactively bring questions to or discuss matters with HR. I believe iKala’s HR is different because we give from our hearts, and we provide our colleagues with the greatest support we can. In return, our coworkers reward us with their respect and trust. This is part of the innate beauty that flows within iKala, and it creates a sus-tainable, positive cycle of reciprocation.

Sustaining the Beauty of iKala with Respect and Trust
Human-centered is caring about every employee genuinely.
Dictated by Diana Lu, Senior HR Specialist, iKala
Written by Iris Hung
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Build the Environment You Want to Work In
Human-centered is respecting different voices, regardless of one’s position.
Materials provided by Browny Lin, Technical Director, iKala Cloud
Written by Fiona Chou
I joined iKala in 2015. In college, I was in the swim team. So, I know what I’m talking about when I say there are two ways to swim faster. One, make yourself stronger. Two, lower the resistance. The difference between a professional and an amateur is the amateur will focus on increasing their own strength, though there is a limit to how strong a human can be. The profes-sional knows to look for ways to decrease the resistance, even while they increase their own strength. In my previous jobs, I could be very vocal if I had an opinion about our products. I was not afraid to argue with my supe-riors to prove a point. But the corporate cultures of those companies could not tolerate such behavior. When the time came to find a new job, I vowed to find a more suitable situation for myself. I would look for a way to decrease the friction between myself and my surroundings as much as possible. I have to create the workplace I want to work in, because that is the best outcome for myself and the people I work with. That was my epiphany and my enlightenment. For example, everyone uses Slack as a team communica-tion platform, and it seems the most natural thing in the world. But in the beginning, back when we first decided to use this service, the R&D team went through multiple rounds of discussions. Our colleague Jeddie even wrote a three-page proposal to educate our CEO Sega and COO Keynes about Slack. We made an effort to communicate with the team and enlighten them about many things: for example, why we needed Slack; how we were going to use Slack; what the advantages and drawbacks were; how many channels were needed; and how we were going to name each channel. At the time, we even set up a channel called “#slack-slap” to host open discussions. Anyone could log on and share their opinions. “Lastly, my purpose in writing this proposal is to help ev-eryone gain a better understanding of our expectations towards Slack. As the person who advocates we use this program, I feel it is my responsibility to turn Slack into a project everyone can participate in. I believe that is the very meaning of ‘collaboration’ —the power and wisdom of the many is greater than that of the individual. I welcome anyone who has the inclination to come and join me. If you wish to share your view, please join #slack-slap and speak 

your mind. We welcome anyone who would like to propose ideas or actions to be a part of us, because we are all in this together.” That was what Jeddie wrote in the last page of the pro-posal. In the end, I think the platform has performed even better than what we expected. This came to be because we were able to reach a consensus among every member of the team from the beginning. More importantly, this was what we all wanted. It was in line with my expectations: you have to build the environment you wish to work in. That is something everyone has the power to do.
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I joined iKala in November 2020. Prior to applying for the job, I had done my homework: I knew a thing or two about iKala CDP, and I knew my experience from my previous job might be worth sharing. One day, I happened to meet our CDO Neil in the pantry. Our chat there became the first in a series of dialogues, through which I discovered the busi-ness development tool contained within iKala CDP still had room for improvement. Judging from my own experience, the function of this tool was rather important; so, I made my proposal to Neil about how we might further improve our product. I was a data scientist when I first joined iKala’s AI team. The bulk of the team’s work was centered around big data. The purpose of CDP was mainly to help clients sort through their data. If we could link the two together in an optimal way, we would be in a position to generate more value for our customers. At first, I was afraid I might have overstepped my boundar-ies. But Neil rewarded my audacity with very positive feed-back. Rather than ignoring my advice because I was new, he engaged me in a very serious discussion, and scheduled many follow-up meetings. He wanted me to share my ex-perience, because it was a good point of reference for the development of the company’s products. He even invited members of the technical team to join the discussion and brainstorm with us; he also reviewed the underlying struc-tural design to check if it was flexible enough to satisfy the requirements of clients in different industries. Every mem-ber of the tech team was very friendly to me. No one treat-ed me differently because I was a newcomer or because we held different positions. Every voice was heard, every opin-ion treated with respect and gravity—which made more open discussions possible. What seemed like no more than a chance encounter con-tributed to my inclusion in the CDP team. From optimizing 

the programming to developing the product, I helped the team build a more structurally complete blueprint for de-veloping the product. My schooling and training had burdened me with a one-track mind. But once I had joined a diverse organization, full of people with different backgrounds and experiences, I learned to look at problems from a more comprehensive perspective. To use the CDP story as an example, even though I knew next to nothing about product development, I could look at things from the user’s viewpoint, and I could share professional knowledge and user scenarios with the team. Through the entire process, communication between colleagues was free and unfettered, and the company pro-vided us with a lot of positive feedback. Neil also gave me a lot of assistance during the transition. For instance, he provided me with hands-on training in the way to write the product spec and the way to complete the scrum process. The organizational structure at iKala could be described as horizontal or delayered. There is an admirable level of transparency within the company. For example, CEO Sega would often let everyone know how business was doing during our TGIF all-hands meetings. This went a long way towards letting every member of the team grasp how well the company was performing and why certain decisions were being made. Also, the one-on-one meetings allow everyone to give voice to their thoughts with an easy mind. Now that I’m in charge of my own team, I make sure to schedule regular one-on-one meetings with the more re-served R&D engineers, so I can understand how well they are performing their tasks, not to mention what they expect to gain from their jobs. This is because I believe commu-nication is of the utmost importance. In the future, I look forward to more meetings of the minds between people in different job positions, because such interactions bring positive change to our products and our company.

My Contribution to CDP Started from a Talk in the Pantry
Human-centered is respecting different voices, regardless of one’s position.
Dictated by Owen Lin, R&D Manager, iKala
Written by Iris Hung

My schooling and training had burdened me with a one-track mind. But 
once I had joined a diverse organization, full of people with different 
backgrounds and experiences, I learned to look at problems from a more 
comprehensive perspective. 
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Back in 2020, COO Keynes brought up the concept of “Key Accounts” with the team. By the end of that year, I had completed a briefing about how to set up a “Key Account” system within the company. But in the first quarter of this year, when we tried to put theory into practice, we found that people still had doubts. So, after the Lunar New Year holidays, we held more rounds of internal discussions. First, we talked with the AM team; then, the KM team and the planning team; and then finally, with the entire business unit. The AM team was mostly concerned about the resources we wanted to devote to the system. So, we volunteered infor-mation about how we would use the manpower and how we would set up complementary systems. I also drafted an “operational disclaimer” about Key Accounts, clearly stat-ing our commitment to our customers, as well as the kind of support we wanted from the team. We even designed a ceremony where Keynes could reward members of the AM team for a job well done, so they would feel like it was their responsibility. If they needed any assistance, the whole team would be there for them. Besides the AM team, the KM team and the planning team had similar concerns. Keynes and I held a second round of discussions with the two supporting teams. Through our talks, we understood their questions about the Key Account system, and we laid their fears to rest, right there during the meeting. The third talk we had was with the entire KOL Radar team. Based on the primary concerns that were raised by various colleagues during our previous meetings, and judging by my discussions with Keynes and other team managers, I knew I would need to prepare a safety net for the whole 

team, if I were to have their unreserved cooperation. I made a schedule showing when we had worked with our Key Ac-count customers in the previous year. I let everyone know what kind of value each client offered, as well as what sort of resources our departments had committed to their proj-ects. This way, everyone knew what the maximum amount of effort being asked of them was. In addition, I made a clear list of all the questions about integrating resources between departments, many of which had been brought up in the previous meetings. In the third meeting, I shared the requests that were made by other departments. By championing transparency and explaining everything in detail, I made sure everyone agreed on mat-ters of internal cooperation and communication. In the past, the KOL Radar team had followed a strict SOP. But the market is fluid and flexible; rules were made to be broken. Understanding our Key Accounts and what the market wanted was the only way to truly solve problems for our clients. To my thinking, customer service is not without limits. We must keep a firm grasp on our own “identity” —that is to say, we satisfy our customers with our core competence, which is rooted in technology. We serve as the bridge be-tween what customers want and what our products can provide. By responding to our customers’ requests with professional solutions, we help customers understand our value is not in manpower, but in data technology. The Key Account system allows our data service to respond to cus-tomer requests with a greater degree of flexibility. However, if the client chooses to ignore the value in our data, or if they should treat us with disrespect—then, we would rather forgo such a customer. My experience working in an advertising agency has taught me to be on the side of the customer. Our team is the cus-tomer’s partner and comrade-in-arms. We are in the thick of it with our customers. I try to adhere to this principle in the work I do. I try to understand their pain point, put myself in their shoes, and provide a good solution that can solve all their problems. In return, I expect the customer to reward our respect with their respect. This is the core tenet of managing our Key Accounts.

Customers at the Center, Data at Our Core: How KOL Radar Established a Flexible Key Account System
Human-centered is inspiring others and improving for the better.
Dictated by Yvonne Hsu, Business Director, KOL Radar
Written by Iris Hung
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My work experience has mostly been in the financial sec-tor. I’ve worked in operations, project management, and business strategy. I’ve also spent a lot of time participating in multinational projects. Therefore, when I applied for this job, I knew Shoplus was the first product iKala wanted to sell overseas, and I could draw on my experience working in multinational teams to contribute to this project. More importantly, of all the companies I’d interviewed with, iKa-la was the only one that brought up “diversity’. I think the convergence of diverse ideas is an indelible part of innova-tion and creation. So, I chose to come work in iKala. In the eight months or so since I’ve joined, I think there have been three major changes in the team. Number one, customer-centricity: the team has learned to think about problems from the customer’s perspective when they get a new request. Number two, the winning mentality. When we discover a customer has discontinued our services, the team works very diligently to find out why. We also share news about our competitors in our chat group, so everyone can stay informed of the situation in the market, like what customers care about, or what they think about us and our competitors. Number three, a sense of urgency. In the past, when we lost a customer, it usually took until someone at headquarters asked why before the team would investigate the cause. Now, even if we got an urgent request from our customers on the weekend, we would all hurry to let ev-eryone know, so the team could work together to solve the problem. What did it take to change the team? First of all, we es-tablished a clear workflow and an exact system, and let everyone understand the reasoning behind each decision, as well as why some things were considered especially important; we also made sure everyone had a chance to provide feedback. Second, whenever we got news about our competitors, we would share it with the group, to make sure everyone understood that the management team at headquarters disliked seeing customers switch to our competitors. Gradually, our team in Thailand began to pay attention to these messages, and they also learned to mon-itor the competition. Last but not least, we created a list of key customers for everyone to keep tabs on regularly. We talked about how we wanted to interact with each client, and what we wanted to get out of each exchange. For exam-ple, maybe we could have regular conversations with our customers every month, and maybe we could convey some new insights to them through these conversations. Perhaps 

these little touches did not translate directly into revenues, but they generated additional value for our customers. In the first few months, I was a hands-on manager. While this meant I could get things done more quickly, it also made it more difficult to communicate. Nowadays, whenev-er the team encounters a problem, I would walk everyone through the problem-solving process. Doing so helps me understand who among the team are ready for greater re-sponsibilities, and who I should entrust more duties to. By taking a step back and relegating myself to a more support-ive role, I found that sometimes my team could even come up with a better solution by themselves. iKala has a wonderful team. Whenever I have a problem, both the management team and other members of the company are very happy to listen to me. We face the prob-lem and solve it together. In such a fast-growing environ-ment, even if we face all sorts of internal challenges and external competition, the chance to grow together with the team is the greatest treasure I can imagine.

Growing with Colleagues in a Fast-paced Multinational Team
Human-centered is inspiring others and improving for the better.
Dictated by Alfy Wong, Revenue Operations Director, Shoplus
Written by Iris Hung
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The customer journey in influencer marketing includes developing the strategy, setting the goals, choosing the key opinion leader (KOL), signing the contract with the KOL, outlining the scope of our cooperation and content of our ads, and then finally evaluating the results. KOL Radar start-ed by helping customers to “search” for KOLs. After a peri-od of development and exploration, I began to think further ahead: how can we provide a more valuable service to our users? This led my train of thought back to the beginning. What are the goals and vision of our products? Who are we supposed to serve? By analyzing the user flow, we found that besides the search function, the customer’s biggest pain point was evaluating the results of their campaigns. We needed a way to make the final report more visualized, more comprehensible. So, we decided to develop the “Deep Report”. In the past, customers used Excel spreadsheets to cal-culate the results. However, when you are working with many KOLs, you waste a lot of manpower updating the spreadsheets manually, and you cannot see the results in real-time. This limited any attempts at analytics to a very surface level. With Deep Report, the customer can accurate-ly track the result of each influencer marketing campaign. By analyzing multidimensional data, we are able to solve the real problems encountered by our end customers. Not only are we able to free up manpower with the power of technology, we are also able to expand the scope of our customer’s imagination. For instance, a word cloud can be used to dissect user-generated content (UGC), so we can understand what the audience cares about, what their thoughts are about our sponsored content, whether their reaction is positive or negative. Our customers can use these insights to further adjust and improve their marketing strategy. After a round of user interviews and tests, we found that “activation” was the most difficult part. What could we do 

to convince our customers to change their current routine and try out Deep Report? It turns out everyone was afraid they would need to put more effort into compiling data, without even knowing what the end results would be. Therefore, we added an “import data” function to help cus-tomers import their existing spreadsheets directly into Deep Report. So long as the categories in the spreadsheet were not too different from Deep Report’s template, the system was able to automatically match the corresponding data. The customer could quickly pour their data into the system and just sit back as the system automatically generated a new report. Compared with my experience as a product manager (PM) in other companies, iKala has a much clearer division of responsibilities, allowing me to focus more of my attention on the product. Also, whether it’s between departments or within the KOL Radar team, the resources and support sys-tems are much better. When we are faced with a new prob-lem, members of the team are eager to share their counsel, and there are many colleagues with different specialties to turn to for advice. I hope we can continue to explore the market in the future, so we can collect more useful feed-back from our customers, which will help us develop more products that users want. That is my vision as a product manager. 
Note: Deep Report uses technologies such as web crawling, text seg-mentation module, and sentiment analysis module. A web crawler is a highly efficient automated system that uses Proxy Server to ana-lyze the API of different social media platforms and regularly capture the latest numbers from a sponsored post. The text segmentation module and the sentiment analysis module both rely on NLP tech-nology. The text segmentation module is an improved Jieba system that converts text into meaningful phrases. The sentiment analysis module uses ML technology to study a lot of text messages and learn how to differentiate between positive, negative, and neutral tones.

I Wish to Develop More Products that Customers Want with iKala’s Technology
Human-centered is considering AI technology as a complement to human-beings instead of a substitute.
Dictated by Finn Yeh, Senior Product Manager, KOL Radar
Written by Iris Hung
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For iKala, Shoplus is a milestone in exporting Taiwanese technology. Because of this, we knew during the early stag-es of product development that it was not enough to simply have peerless technical capability. The way the entire team worked had to change to accommodate the international market. The first big change was the introduction of “Agile”. The spirit of “Agile” is to provide our customers with the most valuable services in the most efficient way. In the past, product managers decided the product’s roadmap, and the engineering team just followed along. We changed this by incorporating a systematic development process, including the use of Scrum. This allowed every participant of the development process to understand the customers’ requirements, why certain functions were being added, and whether they had really solved the users’ problem. This way, everyone could evaluate and contribute to our prod-uct development. Scrum also quantified the speed of prod-uct development. This helped us evaluate our investments of resources more effectively. By reviewing our product development cycle through a more scientific method, we were able to check how well our products were performing on the market, how much we really understood our cus-tomers, etc. Another hurdle we encountered as we stepped onto the world stage was how to deal with strange new markets. We conducted countless rounds of user interviews. After each interview, we continued to optimize our workflow and Q&A methods. We knew that simply asking users what 

they wanted or whether the product was “good” was not enough to reveal what they were thinking. Also, the team realized we had to rely more on “live demonstrations”. If we could watch the interviewees go live with our product, or if we could witness how they used our social commerce tech tools, it would be much better than getting a second-hand report from our product manager. We could really immerse ourselves in the moment, absorb more information, and help our team picture more realistic user scenarios. Certainly, in the early stages of establishing this practice, not every member of the team could grasp or accept this new method of working. We naturally lost some members of the team. But as we forged forward, we found more tal-ented people who appreciated our way of thinking and be-lieved in the same values. Kimmy, our General Manager of the Southeast Asian region, put a lot of effort into procuring external resources for the company and helping the team grow more quickly. Our combined diligence and hard work resulted in the creation of Shoplus. It’s like what our CEO Sega always said: “There is meaning in growth itself.” For the team, even during the early stag-es of product development, when there were still a lot of uncertain factors, we could always feel the benefits of per-sonal growth. From the introduction of Scrum, to learning English and studying the overseas market, to developing a partnership with Facebook—every day brought its own challenges and progress. Perhaps, the real treasure was the lessons we learned along the way.

Learning English, Embracing Agile, and Exploring the Over-seas Market—How Shoplus Brought Taiwanese Tech to the World
Human-centered is not only about working happily, but growing rapidly to face challenges in the business world.
Dictated by Li-fong Lin, Engineering Vice President, Shoplus
Written by Iris Hung
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Back when our future customer, Sinyi Realty, first reached out to us, we could feel their commitment to the principles of “trust” and “honesty”. We responded with the same promise: if the customer should have a request, we would give them our honest opinion, whether we could fulfill the request or not. Through this process, we nurtured a healthy relationship of mutual trust and confidence. Sinyi is set on providing the best services to its clients with the assistance of the latest advancements in technology. Because of this, they’ve long planned on migrating to the cloud. They’ve talked with other providers, but none of them possessed the technological prowess to satisfy Sinyi’s requirements. So, they searched for a solution through the original service provider—Google—and was referred to iKala. They wanted us to provide our proven technological services to Sinyi Realty. At the time, Sinyi’s ultimate goal was to migrate its website and applications server to cloud. This would save costs and increase efficiency. However, the programming language used by Sinyi’s engineering team had been altered, and the interfaces of the website and applications were very complicated. What’s more, since some of Sinyi’s services were outsourced to other providers, and since some of them were not familiar with Google Cloud Platform (GCP), we had to go a step further and talk directly to the custom-er’s other providers. We played the part of the consultant—not only from the structural side, but also as it relates to programming and coding. Finally, we succeeded in helping them complete the migration to Google Cloud Platform.

In addition, we encountered trouble on the technical side. For instance, the client wanted to adopt a “containerized” approach, but their in-house tech team was unfamiliar with GKE at the start. So, we arranged a series of workshops and training sessions to help the customer complete the tech-nology transfer. We did this by teaching the fundamentals, and then sharing our knowledge and experience with every-one throughout the entire project. In this way, not only did the client’s tech team become more skilled, we also found that the client was encountering problems less frequently, or even troubleshooting the problems by themselves. The professional services and training sessions provided by iKala allowed Sinyi Realty to complete the migration to con-tainers quickly and without a hitch. It reduced the time and cost of building the cloud by nearly 70%. The client gave us very positive feedback. I recall clearly that during an event hosted by Google, Ms. Chen Li-Hsing, Sinyi Realty’s Vice President of Digital Intelligence Center, said: “Thank you to Google for recommending such an excellent partner like iKala for us to work with.” For me, it was a shot in the arm. The important lesson I learned was that a great company did not put its own interest before everyone else. Instead, it should think first of the customer. Our customers also learned from us how to design a cloud-based infrastruc-ture. By moving beyond the products or solutions offered by SaaS (software as a service) providers, they were able to focus on a broader requirement and find the correct tech-nological service structure to achieve their goal. Along the way, I came to realize the central tenet of custom-er service: you must be honest with everyone, and there must be trust for a partnership to move forward in a posi-tive way. Whether it’s communication with other customers or third-party vendors, this is what needs to be done. We must pool our resources and satisfy every requirement, so we can earn each other’s trust and provide better services more efficiently. These are the values I learned from our project with Sinyi Realty. I have brought these lessons back to the iKala team. I also try to always keep this experience in my mind. I hope such a cycle of positivity will be allowed to continue.

Trust and Honesty: The Highest Principles of Serving the Customer
Human-centered is not only about working happily, but growing rapidly to face challenges in the business world.
Dictated by Ken Hung, Sales Manager, iKala Cloud
Written by Iris Hung
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I joined iKala in 2016. As the company grew, dialogues and interactions with investors became more and more fre-quent. More than two years ago, CFO Candy asked if I was interested in work that was related to stock affairs1. I did not put too much thought into it at the time; I told her yes, even though I was unfamiliar with the task. This opened a new world for me that was different from finance. From prepar-ing for board meetings and shareholder meetings, to par-ticipating in the due diligence2 process of Series B funding, as well as the closing phase—I was in the thick of it all. This job afforded me the chance to sit in on board meetings and to be in the same room as iKala’s various board members. I heard firsthand the valuable advice they offered iKala to help it grow. The precious lessons I learned as I watched iKala grow in the capital market were very helpful. Later, when there were questions about how iKala was going to invest in other companies, or how other startups were going to find fund-ing, or when iKala encountered any stock-related issues overseas—I found that my experience provided valuable insight. Here’s something else that left a deep impression on me. About a month before the Lunar New Year holiday in 2020, I learned that the company had received an urgent request from a client that may require us to set up a branch in Hong Kong. I thought of nothing besides helping my company achieve its goal. I spent a week doing research. I learned about the rules and tax regulations that were related to setting up a branch in Hong Kong. Once I felt I had a grasp 

on the situation, I initiated the process of opening our Hong Kong branch. Time was of the essence; so, when I noticed that Hong Kong returned to work a day before Taiwan, I made it my mission to make sure the paperwork related to iKala’s Hong Kong branch would be ready for review on Hong Kong’s first workday. A day before the holidays wrapped up in Taiwan, I arranged for the accountants and our CEO Sega to sign all the documents in front of a notary. Then, I scanned and sent the documents to the agency in Hong Kong. I made sure the entire process could be com-pleted as soon as possible. Establishing a company is a long and arduous process. In the past three years, I’ve helped iKala open branches and accounts in Singapore, Hong Kong, Thailand, and Vietnam. As a member of the finance team, even I find our progress to be impressive. Thankfully, iKala has a resourceful finance team that always makes sure everything runs smoothly, so iKala could explore more and more international markets. 
Stock Affairs1: Work involving shareholders, equities, and stocks, including the opening of accounts for shareholders, updating share-holder information, transfer of stocks, creation or annulment of pledges, the arrangement of shareholder and board meetings, pay-ment of dividends, outsourcing the printing of stocks, fielding share-holder queries, stock-related government rules and regulations, etc. Due Diligence2: Before signing a contract or business deal, a due diligence survey of the business deal and the parties or companies 
involved in the deal is conducted according to the Standard of Care.

A Strong Finance Team Helps iKala Gain Footholds in For-eign Markets
Human-centered is not taking the company as a family, but a team on the court that everyone can reach their potential to win the game.
By Sara Huang, Finance & Accounting Deputy Manager, iKala
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I joined iKala in 2018 as an Administration Specialist. My ev-eryday work includes minding the receptionist’s front desk and telephone. I also manage the meeting rooms, maintain the equipment inside, receive guests, and deliver or receive letters and packages. I’m also responsible for preparing office events, such as the year-end parties, company trips, other celebrations, office parties, etc. I have what people call a “mother’s personality”. I like to watch out for everyone, make sure everybody is being cared for. I didn’t know I had it in me until I came to this job. I found that my experience in life and familiarity with these mundane daily tasks could be of great assistance to every-one. I have plenty of confidence in my ability to do this. The harder part of this job is that there are a million little different things to do. My time each day could be spent on a wide variety of tasks. To use the making of new business cards as an example, the whole process goes like this: the coworker who needs the cards must double-check and confirm their name and job title. Then, I need to update an online form. I need to communicate with the designer who makes the cards, review the draft, upload the file to the printing company, wait for their delivery, and then pick up the delivery. It’s not that these things are hard—the com-bined time spent on these steps may be around thirty min-utes only. But there are so many different procedures and people I need to talk to, and a lot of time is spent waiting 

for others to complete their part of the process. So, in the end, it may take a couple of weeks to get the business cards made. A part of my time is also spent on helping colleagues solve problems they cannot solve for themselves. So, I’ve devel-oped a habit of leaving a fixed amount of time every day to deal with miscellaneous issues. The job of a receptionist can be very dull or full of excitement. People are glad to talk to me, and I’m happy to share my thoughts. This helps me understand the personality of each colleague and how they do things. That way, I can work with different people or teams more efficiently. You can even say I am facilitating the exchange of our corporate culture. I keep telling myself, I am more than a machine that takes care of miscellaneous tasks. I want to become a relay station—picking up requests and opinions from all over the workplace, and then turning these inputs into something that helps the entire company. I am very happy working in this company. People see me as more than the “receptionist” they go to when they need help. They call me “Momo”, and I can just about fix any problem they might have. In a way, the name “Momo” has become the synonym for “solutions” in the company. I am not joking when I say people really can find valuable advice and suggestions when they talk to me. This is a positive influence in the company, and I feel a sense of achievement in what I do. 

My Name is the Synonym for Solutions
Human-centered is not fulfilling the insatiable needs of an individual, but taking the compa-ny’s overall interest as a priority.
Dictated by Momo Liang, Senior Adminstration Specialist, iKala
Written by Iris Hung
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I had been with iKala for less than a month when Unilever Philippines became our customer. At the time, the COVID-19 pandemic was ravaging the globe. Major cities in the Philip-pines had gone into lockdown. Retail stores were forced to close. Faced with such a crisis, Unilever Philippines wanted the main supermarket brand it was working with to suc-cessfully set up their online store. The brand was called NCCC. It is one of the Philippines’ ma-jor supermarkets, with stores across the provinces of Davao del Sur and Davao del Norte. This is the southern part of the Philippines, where internet infrastructure is still very much a work-in-progress. Fortunately, Facebook offers free data services in the Philippines, so residents can browse Face-book and chat on Messenger to their heart’s content with-out worrying about the bill. As a Facebook partner, we real-ized we could help our clients reach and provide services to every corner of the Philippines through social commerce. The greatest challenge of this project was that there was a lot we had to communicate, and many factors we needed to consider. First of all, we had to tackle the issue from the client’s perspective; we had to understand their needs and motivations. The second thing was to familiarize ourselves with the end customer. That meant we had to understand the workflow of supermarket staff and discover the end user’s real pain point. Last but not least, we had to relay this information accurately to the Shoplus team in Taiwan. I spent a lot of time trying to find the optimal balance: on the one hand, there were the expectations of Unilever, the supermarket chain, and the client; on the other hand, there were the services that the Shoplus solution could actual-ly deliver. I made sure the needs of internal and external stakeholders were all being taken care of. The second challenge was the distance. How to train every member of the supermarket staff who was working from home to learn this new process? At that time, we had to revise an excel sheet about 30 times, with each sheet con-

taining over a thousand items, because no one could tell what would happen when uploaded these product lists to the new system. The team adjusted the system dozens of times before we could be sure that our client and everyone who worked in the supermarket would be able to use our services with ease and comfort. As a Filipino, I fully grasped how difficult it would be to go out shopping in such a perilous situation. Therefore, I fully endorsed the effort to help shoppers solve the problem of picking up groceries during a pandemic. At the same time, I hoped this innovative solution would be adopted by people in all regions—unlike other e-commerce or delivery platforms, we did not limit our services to specific regions. I wanted people to fully appreciate the benefits of social commerce after using our service. In this way, social com-merce would become a top priority for retailers in the Phil-ippines. It would become a role model, to be remembered for prosperity. In the future, if enterprises faced another large-scale outbreak or other unforeseeable disasters, the success we have achieved today would be looked back upon as a useful reference. iKala’s work with Unilever Philippines is the best example of iKala’s “Human-Centered” philosophy. Rather than cutting corners by replicating the e-commerce platform’s existing model, or just passing the entire solution off to the client for them to figure out, we carefully considered the needs of individual stakeholders and created a customized solution, with the hope of helping everyone ride out the storm. A year later, the NCCC supermarkets are still using Shoplus. Some branches are actually making more money with the chatbot in Messenger than through sales in the ac-tual store. I am convinced that it was our “Human-Centered” philoso-phy that made the success and sustainability of this project a reality.

Working with Unilever Philippines During COVID-19: An In-depth Look at iKala’s “Human-Centered” Philosophy
Human-centered is not fulfilling the insatiable needs of an individual, but taking the compa-ny’s overall interest as a priority.
Dictated by Gino Ricardo Domingo, Senior Business Development Manager, iKala
Written by Iris Hung
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The purpose of an enterprise is to create value for all stakeholders. With a purpose-driven strategy, iKala maximizes the positive impact of our ESG actions and the value they deliver for our business.

Corporate Social Responsibility
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Use online productivity tools for office work. Increase 
efficiency, reduce paper usage and carbon emissions 
through electronic documents and cloud collaboration 
tools.

Environmental
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Launch corporate social responsibility projects in 2021. 
Develop “iKala Senior AI Intern” program to deliver 
AI influencer marketing and social commerce training 
courses, empower senior citizens in Taiwan to keep up 
with the latest trend, close the digital divide, and revi-
talize the senior labor market.
Contribute to regional revitalization by providing 
hands-on training of AI social commerce tools to local 
retailers, and guiding them through digital transforma-
tion.

Social
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Promote diversity and inclusion in the workplace. Hire 
multinational employees, create internship programs 
that attract talents from Stanford University and Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology to join, and main-
tain a balanced gender ratio in the company.
Implement the “Work from Home” policy from day-1, 
allowing employees to maintain a work-life balance in 
an environment of “freedom and responsibility”.
Provide competitive compensation and benefits like 
parental leave, leave without pay, regular health exam-
ination and occupational health nurse consultation.

Governance
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